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USD GAINS UNDERPINNED BY RATE DIFFERENTIALS


USD retains post ECB gains, supported by wider yield differentials.



CAD firmer, supported by gains on the crosses as EURCAD breaks 1.40.



EUR emerges from ECB policy decision weaker and on course for more losses.



GBP firmer on narrower trade deficit but broader consolidation persists.



JPY lower versus USD and poised to take another, big leg down.



AUD firm but capped near recent highs.



CNY weakness reflects broader USD gains: CPI above forecasts at 2.3%.
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FX Market Update - The USD is generally firmer on the session, though the AUD,
GBP and Cad are modest out-performers on the day. European and Asian stocks
are mixed, as are US futures. US bond yields are 2bps or so firmer on the session,
while core Eurozone and Japanese debt is out-performing, extending the USD a
modest yield advantage versus the EURA and JPY. USD/Asia is firmer for similar
reasons. The onshore and offshore yuan weakened and USDCNY was fixed higher
after China reported faster than expected CPI (2.3%). It’s a very light calendar for
the North American session—US wholesale inventories and U. Michigan consumer
sentiment. After yesterday’s swings and looking ahead to next week’s FOMC
meeting, market participants who are not actively managing risk may choose to stay
sidelined for the moment. US consumer sentiment is expected to firm (94.5 this
month versus 93.8 in November) which will be mildly constructive for the USD at
least. One aspect of the report which typically does not attract too much attention
but may be worth keeping a look out for is the survey of inflation expectations. The
one year ahead measure has been slowly tracking lower in the past few years and
stood at 2.4% last month; it may be too soon for the election to have an impact on
this indicator but a firming in expectations might catch the eye of the Fed.
USDCAD (1.3167) • USDCAD remains an exercise in frustration for those, like us,
who like it higher. Fundamentally, the rationale looks clear cut—oil prices are firm
but there has been no real break out to significantly higher levels after OPEC. (Note
OPEC/non-OPEC producers are meeting at the weekend). Meanwhile, US-Canada
rate spreads are at levels which were associated with spot nearer 1.40 earlier this
year. We still view USDCAD as fundamentally undervalued in respect of these
factors. That undervaluation extends to almost 3 big figures (or fully one standard
deviation) from estimated equilibrium at 1.3481 this morning. The drag from the
crosses helps explain the persistently heavy tone on funds at the moment. The CAD
is gaining ground on a number of important fronts—JPY, AUD and the EUR, for
example. EURCAD broke 1.40 yesterday and our recent technical work highlight an
important breakdown in the cross which targets a move to 1.3750 at least into 2017.
USDCAD short-term technicals: bearish—USDCAD still can’t hold a bid; the move
lower has essentially been one-way since late November and shows no sign of
stopping. Short-term trend momentum has strengthened and spot is heading for a
test of retracement support at 1.3145 imminently. Below here and the broader bull
channel trend at 1.3090/00 comes into focus.
EURUSD (1.0593) • EURUSD retains a weak undertone after yesterday’s sharp slide
off the immediate post-meeting highs. Thursday’s drop was the largest one-day (exBrexit) fall in EURUSD since the Oct 2015 ECB policy announcement when
President Draghi indicated more policy easing steps were likely at the end of the
year. German trade and French IP data were weaker than expected today but the
data is not the focus for the markets right now. Rather, it is policy divergence and a
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renewed widening in Eurozone-US short-term rate spreads (2Y bond differentials at 185 this morning versus 175 right after the ECB
announcement yesterday) that are driving spot. For more on the ECB policy decision see here.
EURUSD short-term technicals: bearish—Heavy losses yesterday and no real bounce into the end of the week (so far) suggest that
EURUSD may be on the cusp of another biggish shunt lower. We have been longer-term technical bears on the EUR for a while and
feel that yesterday’s test and rejection of 1.08+ levels reaffirms the broader bearish undertone. We target a drop to 1.0075/1.01. We
spot strong resistance at 1.0630 now and expect sellers to fade modest EUR rallies while this level holds.
GBPUSD (1.2604) • The UK’s trade deficit shrunk to GBP9.7bn in October, from a revised GBP13.8bn and well ahead of –GBP11.8bn
consensus calls. The data helped lift the GBP and overshadow weaker than expected October construction output (-0.6%). A large,
upward revision to the September construction data also helped mitigate the impact of the headline report.
GBPUSD short-term technicals: neutral—Cable is stronger on the session and short-term charts look modestly constructive after the
early European push higher. The market remains essentially range-bound, however, with spot rotating around 1.26 for much of the
past week and still trapped in a broader 1.25/1.29 consolidation range. We retain a more bearish view of GBP prospects in the longer
run.
USDJPY (114.85) • Japanese survey data suggested slightly stronger activity in the industrial sector in Q4 and an extension of the
optimism in the tertiary sector that has been evident in the recovering “Economy Watchers’ survey since June. However, the JPY
remains under pressure for the simple reason that longer-term rate differentials (10Y spreads) continue to widen; the yield gap at
237bps represents the biggest yield gap for the USD since 2010.
USDJPY short-term technicals: bullish—USDJPY is firm and on the cusp of what may be a major break higher as spot tests the top
of the late No/early Dec consolidation range at 114.80; a sustained break higher would target 115.50 in the short run and 119/120 in
the next few weeks. We are bullish USDJPY and note that the trend higher is strongly supported by a bullish alignment of trend
strength oscillators on the short, medium and longer-term charts.
AUDUSD (0.7486) • The AUD remains close to recent highs on but may still struggle to extend above 0.75 resistance with the USD
trading strongly overall. Iron ore eased modestly today and the sharp (47%) rally in this market since October is perhaps showing
signs of slowing. Weakness would restrain the AUD’s performance.

TECHNICALS: BUY/SELL SIGNALS AND PIVOT LEVELS
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TODAY'S CALENDAR
Time Country Release
10:00
US Wholesale Inventories MoM
10:00
US U. of Mich. Sentiment
10:00
US U. of Mich. 1 Yr Inflation

Period Consensus
Oct F
-0.4%
Dec P
94.50
Dec P
--

Last
-0.4%
93.80
2.4%
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